SharePoint Migration Services
SharePoint migrations are meant to represent a bright new beginning. Whether the
destination is a new version of the platform entirely or even the same version under a
different corporate banner, it’s important for that fresh start to go smoothly.
Just as with any project, there is a level of risk inherent in SharePoint migrations, no matter
where the files are headed. Should a newly-launched epicenter of employee collaboration
prove difficult to navigate or incomplete, it can disrupt the flow of information within an
organization, leaving employee and customer alike in the dark.

EXECUTING A SEAMLESS, HASSLE-FREE
SHAREPOINT MIGRATION
Arraya Solutions’ SharePoint Migration Service is perfectly tuned to handle the complexities
of SharePoint migrations of every kind. Leveraging the latest in industry-leading solutions
and backed by our in-house team of experts, Arraya’s SharePoint Migration Service fosters a
no-impact transition to a new SharePoint home.
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As part of this service, Arraya can:
Assess existing SharePoint environments. Workflows and documents have a way of accumulating
in SharePoint over time. Think of it like dusty boxes in an attic. Not all of this data needs to make
the journey to an organization’s new collaboration platform. Arraya’s teams can help identify
vestigial documentation or workflows and work with organizational resources to perform a kind of
SharePoint “spring cleaning,” allowing for more efficient, complete, and successful migrations.
Build the perfect data landing spot. An important part of any journey is the destination. Arraya’s
team uses their extensive in-the-field experience to design and build a logically-sound, userfriendly SharePoint home for organizational data, one that stays true to widely accepted best
practices. This ensures that, post-migration, employees won’t be left scrambling in search of
mission critical data.
Execute a seamless cutover between
environments.
Switching
from
one
SharePoint environment to the next can
be painful. Arraya’s team takes care to
minimize the impact on users by
migrating
all
approved
files
and
workflows into the new site in the
background
to
eliminate
possible
disruptions. Before employees are turned
lose in this site, Arraya’s team will perform
a differential migration, updating any files
that were edited or changed following the
initial move. This ensures employees have
access to the most up-to-date files.
Validate migration success. Issues with a migration may not always be immediately apparent.
Arraya’s team works to avoid these situations by going through a new environment shoulder-toshoulder with organizational resources. Together, the goal is to spot and correct any trouble spots.
This way, the new deployment will be ready for users from day one on.

Ready to get started? Reach out to your Arraya Account Manager,
or email info@arrayasolutions.com today.
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